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Regional consultation
held on climate change
impact on agriculture,
livelihoods
Participants stressed the needs for awareness
and restructure of policies

J

odhpur: A regional
level symposium on
sustainable agriculture
and the challenges for the
future was conducted here
in the second week of
August under the aegis of
Madhyanchal Forum and the
Jaipur based organisation
Rajmeru. The workshop was
held in the backdrop of the
survey conducted by MF on
climate change and its
impact on the agriculture
and the livelihoods.
Speaking on the occasion
the Vice- Chancellor of
Jodhpur University Dr Balraj

Singh said that the last
couple decades witnessed
robust growth in the agriculture sector in terms of
production in the state, but
the scarcity of water, erratic
weather conditions resulting
in recurring oods and
drought spells due to climate
change in Western Rajasthan
had posed new challenges.
“This has adversely impacted the agriculture growth in
the region”, he said. Apart
from this, he pointed out,
new challenges such as
decreasing soil fertility and
quality of water and the

issues related to availability
and management of seeds
have also made conditions
worse for agriculture.
He suggested that farmers, non-governmental
organisations and the agriculture scientists needed to
work together to overcome
these challenges.
Dr Moola Ram, Ms
Archna Karel and Dr Piyush
Pradhan spoke on organic
farming, post-harvest
management and new farm
technologies respectively.
Fifteen progressive farmers,
representatives from 25

MF discusses environment,
agriculture issues with
community

R

aipur-Madhyanchal Forum conducted a one day
workshop on August 31 on
the awareness about the
protection of the environment, sustainable agriculture
and entitlements of the
people under the government schemes. The speak-

ers also deliberated on the
need of streamlining the
Forest Rights Act with the
help of the government
ofcials. Many forest
dwellers are facing difculties in obtaining land title
deeds and community land
due to ignorance and their
inability to ll up papers

properly. As a result their
claims are rejected repeatedly. MF is helping such
people adopt the proper
approach.
The local ruling party
MLA Mr Bhankar Dhruva
who was invited as the chief
guest listened to the problems of the villagers. He

NGO and agriculture
scientists from various
institutions took part in the
workshop.
A presentation of
recently concluded survey in
certain regions of the state
on the sustainable agriculture and new changes was
made on behalf of Rajmeru.
There was an agreement
among the farmers, representatives of the civil society
and the scientists that
ground level actions must be
in sync with the government
policies.

assured them all possible
help in getting the land title
deeds as soon as possible.
The speakers which included community people also
stressed the need for strengthening gram sabhas with
maximum people involved in
the decision making.
Prominent people from
Madhyanchal Forum and a
local NGO Parivartan who
participated in workshop
were- Mr Benipuri, Mr Agnu
Ram Sahu, Ms Sumitra
Usendi, Mr Santu Ram
Uneti, Mr Ganuu Ram Poya
and Mr Vipin Kishore.
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Work progress,
future plans
discussed in
MF Partners Meet
By Priyanka Saha

I

ndore: Madhyanchal
Forum held a two-day
partners meet in the
rst week of August in
Indore. The chief objective
of the meeting was to take
stock of various programmes being run in Rajasthan,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttar
Pr a d e s h , U t t a r a k h a n d ,
Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh, particularly
the recently conducted
surveys by the partners in
these states. The ndings of
these reports have already
been presented at regional,
district and state levels.
Apart from this, long term
strategy and the possible
actions plans in the backdrop

of these studies in near
future was also discussed.
The studies are centered
around issues like climate
change and its impact human
lives and agriculture,
sustainable and organic farm
practices, entitlements for
the poor, especially tribes
and scheduled castes.
Mr Joseph James,
member of MF executive
board elaborated on
objectives of the meet which
broadly included importance these ndings and how
these can serve as a platform
for the future programmes
and the roles for individual
partner and collective action
plans with MF at the center.

D r J a y a n t K u m a r,
Honorary CEO, Madhyanchal Forum threw light on
status of ongoing programmes and the future collective
actions. He said the partners
meet was important as it
would help in chalking out
long-term strategies and the
feedback provided by the
partners was vital for
initiating various interventions.
Those who presented
the ndings of the survey
were- Mr ML Yadav from
Madhyanchal Forum (MP),
Mr Ajay Meena from
Rajmeru (Rajasthan),
Mr Aranya Ranjan from
Mouantain Forum Himalayas

(HP & Uttarakhand),
Ms Seema Prakash from
Spandan (MP), Ms Uma
Chaturvedi from Sahyog
(MP), Mr Agnu Ram Sahu
from Parivartan (Chhattisgarh), Ms Renuka Ekka from
Rachna Manch (Chhattisgarh), Mr Ravinder Singh
from Gramin Shodh Sansthan (UP).
Mr Santosh Samal, Head
of Programmes, Madhyanchal Forum thanked all the
participants for presentation
of survey reports and taking
keen interest in carrying the
future modules forward.
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Environmentalists, communities
concerned over climate change
impact in upper Himalayas
MF's 3 day state level workshop discussed issues related to agriculture, livelihoods

D

ehradun: A
three -day state
level workshop
on climate change and
Himalayan Communities
was held in September
under the banner of
Madhyanchal Forum (MF)
and Mountain Forum
Himalayas (MFH). The
participants comprising
environmentalists, agriculture scientists, academia
from other elds and
prominent community
members expressed their
concerns over the impact of
climate change on the lives
of habitations in Himalayan
region in the past 10 years.
Recently, MF in cooperation with MFH conducted a
comprehensive survey on
the impact of erratic
weather conditions and the
climate change on the tribes
living in upper Himalayan
regions. Mr. Aranya Ranjan,
General Secretary, MFH
briefed the participants
about the objectives of the
study. He said that the idea
was to understand the

community perception
about key indicators of
climate change in the
backdrop of reoccurrence of
incidences of natural
disasters and analyse their
impacts on agriculture,
biodiversity (oral and
faunal), natural resources,
human lives and ecosystem
services. The ultimate goal is
to identify issues/initiatives/
actions needed/required to
be taken up at policy and
advocacy and community
based organizations level.
Mr Kishore Nautiyal presented the report.
According to the report,
there has been massive drop
in the production of traditional crops in the mountain
regions. It said that production of cash crops increased,
but they have become
dependent on market
forces. This resulted in
reduction of nutritional
food. The use of chemical
fertilizers has become
rampant causing health
hazards. It further said that
climate change has not only

impacted the crop cycle but
also caused lower snowfall.
Addressing the gathering
Professor Virendra Panoli
said that Uttarkhand Forest
Department is the nodal
agency of climate change and
it must win the condence of
the people in making them
aware about the adaptation
to climate change. Forest
department plays an
important role in planning
and implementation of
progrmmes related to
climate change. It is also
important to see the impact

of Climate change on the Bio
Diversity.
Environment activist
Dwaraka Prasad Semwal
said that farmers did get
inclined towards cash crops
but drinking water continued to be a huge problem for
the rural habitation. The
Gram Panchayats should be
given independent rights for
forest land management, he
added. Social activist Kusum
Gidlyial suggested that
women groups in the villages
be involved in forest conservation projects.

MF partner holds health
camps in Manpat block
in Chhattisgarh

A

mbikaur: Madhyanchal Forum partner Sarthak
Jan Vikas Sansthan conducted health camps in
cooperation with government health department in three villages of Manpat Block in Sarguja district.
These villages-Paiga, Suplaga and Barima- are located in
difcult hilly terrain. The medical team treated around
100 patients suffering from seasonal and chronic diseases.
Most of the people in these villages lack awareness on
health issues and are malnourished. As a result even
ordinary diseases at times turn into epidemic. During the
health camps people were oriented on nutrition and use
of pure water to ward off any infection.
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Deprived for Decades
A survey by MF reveals Musahar, Lona and Nut communities need more attention on socio-economic front
- By Anupam Anand

L

ucknow: While
India's growth
story continues to
capture the imagination of
the people all over the
world, certain poor and the
marginalised communities
within the country are still
hoping to get access to even
basic rights and the
entitlements. Madhyanchal
Forum travelled to ve
districts of Uttar PradeshK h u s h i n a g a r, G a z i p u r,
J a u n p u r, Va r a n a s i a n d
Pratapgarh to discuss the
socio-economic conditions
of Musahar, Nut and lona
communities through
district level and state level
workshops. They belong to
Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribes.
MF conducted a detailed
survey among with 650
families belonging to these
communities. Out of these
500 were Musahar, 100 Nut

and 50 Lona. The main
objective was to study their
socio-economic, political
and cultural aspects responsible for their deplorable
conditions.
The survey reveals that
these communities are not
only facing social discrimination but also are reeling

lives for the last seven
decades. These communities have very little or no land
and have less control over
other resources. As a result
of this, not only their own
economic condition is
pathetic, their contribution
to the society too is almost
miniscule.

The survey revealed that 61 % of them are
illiterate, 26 % studied up to primary, 8 % up
to middle level, 1 % up to high school and
+2 levels. Only 0 .2% managed to reach the
graduation level. Only 47% possess voter id
and 34% aadhar card. The average monthly
income of the people belonging to these
communities is 20k to 30k with 90% of the
community dependent on wage labor.
under abject poverty since
independence. Many in the
community feel that there
has been no change in their

In spite of huge allocation
of resources by the state and
numerous agship and other
programmes initiated for

deprived communities,
access to them is not so easy.
The survey reveals that since
independence no leadership
emerged from these
communities which could
represent them at societal or
political level. Despite the
vision of the state to establish an equitable society
where there is no discrimination on the basis of gender,
religion and caste and which
provides equal social rights
and economic opportunities, discrimination against
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them at the hands of the
powerful is becoming more
brutal.
The socio-economic
status of these communities
was central to the study.
Survey revealed that lack of
access to information and
awareness are primarily
responsible for them not
being able to live a dignied
life. The targeted communities are outside the domain
of productive activities of
society. The discrimination(physical, psychological,
emotional) and cultural
abuse that these communities face is pretty structured.
Majority in these communities earn their livelihoods working as agricultural, casual, plantation or
industrial labourers. A few of
them who own small piece
of land have to depend on
monsoon for irrigation
unlike afuent farmers who
have their own irrigation
facilities. Worse, at times the
crops are devastated by
oods and drought leaving
no choice for them but to
migrate to nearby cities or
work in brick kilns. There
are times when they are
unable to nd any work to
make ends meet. The
cumulative impact of these
factors is increasing poverty
conditions, low level of
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education, and poor health
indicators among these
communities.
MF partner which has
been working with these
communities feels that there
is a need to focus on the
policies to improve the
ownership on income
generating resources,
employment, human
resource and health situation and prevention of
discrimination to ensure fair
participation of the marginalised community in private
and the public sectors.
To bring these communities into mainstream
requires deliberations with
multi-sectoral approach. MF

h a s a l r ea d y c o n d u c t ed
district and state level
consultations with focus on
the survey ndings in all the
ve districts in August. The
ndings of the study were
shared with all the stakeholders and government
representatives and later on
the recommendations were
presented to District
administration. There was
assurance form the district
administration for organising
camps to make the ration
cards of the families left out,
inclusion of pregant/lactating
women, adolescent girls and
children of the age group of
0-6 years. They have been
asked to ll up forms for
housing and pension
schemes of the left out
persons and submit it
directly to social welfare
department. The ofcials
also assured of all possible
help to end discrimination
against Musahar, Nut and
Lona community.
To address all the issues a
state level presentation was
held in Lucknow, Uttar
Pradesh in which a large
number of representatives
from these communities
participated and shared their
existing problems and status

in presence of representatives from government,
media, academia and NGOs.
The report of the survey
conducted in the ve
districts of Uttar Pradesh
was presented before the
panel. After that community
representatives narrated
their stories. The day-long
discussion ended with
presentation of 30 point
recommendation to the
government.

Nearly 5% are
dependent on
begging. Only
10% possess
some agriculture
land but only 2%
of them have
title of land. Only
4% of have
primary ration
card and 40 %
antodaya ration
card. Sixty ﬁve
percent of these
families reside in
kuttcha houses
on gram sabha
land.
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Manohar Lal Yadav

An unstoppable journey for poor
and voiceless

T

Mr Manohar Lal Yadav
is Secretary of
Madhyanchal Forum

he journey of Mr Manohar Lal
Yadav is dotted with several
anecdotes which will continue
to inspire the people working for the
exuded and the voiceless. But one incident
that stands out is when he along with some
of his friends came to the rescue of 25 poor
tribal families after a government owned
limestone mine they were working for was
closed down in late 70's forcing them to go
to the nearby villages seeking livelihood and
shelter.
Mr Yadav with some young friends came
forward and decided to help them settle
down three km away from the village Simrol
village despite strong opposition from the
locals. But after a great deal of persuasion
and local community mobilisation, he nally
gathered resources for creating a small new
village for these families. This followed his
relentless campaign for community
organization & capacity building of voiceless
community, advocacy and collective action
with peoples' participation for social justice
with focus on education, skill and farmers
training.
In another incident he and his friends
distributed pamphlets in front of legislative
assembly to draw government's attention
to campaign for distribution of agriculture
land among 100 agriculture graduates
during 1971-73 when he was actively
involved in student welfare activities.
Born in 1949 Mr Yadav completed B.sc.
(Agriculture) in 1969 and later gained a post
graduate degree in Sociology. Hailing from a
family whose ancestral business was animal
husbandry Mr Yadav inherited a lot from his
father Mr Gourilal Yadav who was a famous
poet and singer of traditional songs with his
own musical group “Akhada” which
organised street singing during independence movement. He learned the importance of awareness campaigns, movements
and collective actions for the marginalised
from his parents.

He used his skills as an agriculture
graduate to develop model agriculture farm
for demonstration and in collaboration with
ICAR and Krishi Vigyan Kendra for a long
time. He also organised skill development
vocational training in various enterprises
like agarbatti making, garment making,
electric motor rebinding etc and helped
thousands of people to be self employed.
Campaigning and advocacy on different
issues related to basic rights of the people,
collective action and community mobilisation have always been core to his heart. He
actively associated with VASPS of Madhya
Pradesh & Cecoedecon of Rajasthan. As a
secretary of Vikas Anusandhan Avem
Shekshanik Pragati Sansthan, he organised
number of programmes of food security,
employment, education & social justice for
have-nots with support from Madynachal
Forum and other local and international
organisations. He also worked for the
children of poor and tribal people .With the
vision, he set up various education institutes
in different districts of Western MP
(Khargone, Dhar and Indore). More than
2000 poor and tribal students in various
districts are getting education in the schools
he set up.
He was instrumental in creating more
than 30 stop dams and ponds, deepening
rivers and more than 100 wells and farm
bunding on more than 4000 acres of land.
He also contributed to the construction of
more than 100 low cost sanitation units,
formation of 300 self help groups and 65
CBOs.
In 2000 he was felicitated by the district
administration of Indore on the eve of
republic day for his contribution in improving lives in rural areas, strengthening of
community with special emphasis on
women and environment development.
Presently he is associated with VASPS,
AIBOFA, AVAD, Devi Ahilya Trust,
CECOEDECON, and as member Vigilance
Committee Dhar (MP Govt.).
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Korku langauge introduced in
elementary education; thanks
to campaign by Spandan

I

t all started with a massive
campaign in 2010 to save
Korku, a language spoken by
Korku tribe of central India.
The language was declared as
“endangered” by UNESCO
and was included in list of
endangered languages
d o c u m e n t e d b y Pe o p l e s '
Linguistic Survey of India (PLSI)
a Ministry of Tribal Affairs
initiative.
Spandan, a Madhya Pradesh
organisation conducted village
meetings, used communication
materials in Korku and ran
signature campaigns. This was
followed by a series of
memorandums to various gram
Sabha. The initiative attracted
the attention of the ofcials

with MLAs of Korku dominated
regions of MP and Maharashtra
supporting the campaign in
Khalwa block. The result was
that a primer for elementary
education in Korku language
was nally introduced.
Spandan Samaj Seva Samiti
has been endeavoring at
addressing the issues of
malnutrition, hunger and
preservation of Kurku culture

and language is one of its prime
focuses.
Korku language is one of the
196 endangered languages of
India as per UNESCO. It is
restricted to oral traditions and
has no script. It is expressed in
Devnagri script. Since couple of
decades new words have
ceased to be added to this
dialect. The words from other
languages especially Hindi and

Korku language is one of the
196 endangered languages
of India as per UNESCO.

Marathi are being imported.
“The extinction of a
language is an incalculable loss.
With it we lose the valuable and
aboriginal knowledge and skills
that a community possessed.
The things get more challenging
when there is no system of
inter-generational transfer of
this knowledge and skills. It can
pose a threat to the identity of
the very community”, said Ms
S e e m a Pr a k a s h , F o u n d e r
Director of Spandan.
If one talks to the Korku
children they will tell you how

this has turned out to be the
biggest dilemma for them speak Korku dialect at home
and be compelled to learn in
a language that is not their
mother tongue at school.
“This limits their expression
and condence. A couple of
early years in a child's life are
critical as it is their language
learning age but what if the
preschool uses another
language. Korku children like
other tribal children have the
right to mother tongue” said
a school teacher.
Spandan is advocating
that Korku be used in
preschool education. A
range of TLM were
developed in Korku dialect
and used in Anganwadi
centers. Lots of materials
were collected through oral
research and inputted to
develop communication
materials.
“Finally, the government
seems to have heard our
plea and primer has been
developed in Korku to be
used as TLM in elementary
language”, said Ms Seema
Prakash.
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